Aspirating Smoke Detection in Harsh Environments

Guide to Application, Installation and Maintenance
Aspirating Smoke Detection (ASD) technology is
ideal for installation in harsh environments where
traditional point or beam detection is not suitable,
due to either high levels of airborne particulates or
moisture in the atmosphere. With a combination
of the latest ASD technology and careful
pipework design and planning we can ensure
that Honeywell will provide a highly effective fire
detection system that delivers the earliest and
most accurate smoke detection whilst eliminating
false alarms.

Applications
Typical areas where we now see ASD installed as
an alternative to tradition point detection are:
• Waste recycling plants
• Manufacturing facilities with high levels of dust
• Food processing plants & cold storage facilities
• Industrial washdown areas
FAAST aspiration detection is unique in its
ability to provide reliable fire detection in harsh
environments like waste recycling centres. The
ASD devices can be positioned away from
the harmful contaminants in the areas being
protected. They are also able to remove dust and
moisture from the system, using a combination of
unique filtration technologies and advanced pipe
network design and maintenance.

Advanced filtration & dual optics
FAAST 8100e units use a combination of
advanced filtration and dual optics to eliminate
nuisance particulates or contaminants in the air
sample, which would otherwise rapidly clog up
standard filters and require frequent maintenance.

Dual source sensing technology
• Blue LED detects a wide variety of fires down
to invisible concentrations of smoke
• Infrared laser identifies nuisances such as
dust, eliminating false alarms
• Complex algorithms interpret signals from
both optical sources to provide the earliest
and most accurate smoke detection 0.0015%
obs/m

Unique three-stage filtration
• An aerospace-designed and patented wing
filter separates and eliminates particles greater
than 30 microns
• A replaceable integral harsh filter captures
any large escaped particles before airflow
reaches the optical chamber
• Advanced algorithms and multi-angle and
multi-wavelength optics analyse the air 		
sample, differentiating dust from smoke and
eliminating false alarms
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Pipework Hints and Tips
System maintenance

Example Network

Whilst ASD units are protected from damage
from dust and water, it is also important in harsh
environments to regularly clean the ASD pipe
network in order to ensure the system performs
in its optimum state. This is achieved through
the provision of an installation kit which includes
isolation valve, air inlet socket and non-return end
cap.

External In-Line Filter

Compressed air inlet.
(Snap on fitting)

Manual pipe blow through
The minimum requirements to blow / clean out
ASD pipes is an air compressor that can provide
21 litres per minute of air and a minimum of 8-12
bars of pressure. The advantage of the FAAST
device compared to other aspiration devices is
that it notifies you when this needs to be done via
the pendulum display.

Water and high humidity
In areas where there is a high level of dust, there
is often a damp down process which involves the
spraying of mist etc. To cope with the humidity
in the air, a water trap can be added to the pipe
network to ensure water particulates do not get
into the ASD unit. The water simply falls into the
trap and can be flushed out of the system. This is
particularly common in cold storage facilities.

Contact us
To find out more, please visit
www.faast-detection.com
or contact Tim Checketts on
+44(0) 7972 658 622.
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Safety valve to
be closed before
blowing the
compressed air
into the pipeline

Isolation valve
Stops the airflow from going back to the ASD
detector.

Non-return end cap
Ensures that you can do a high pressure pipe
blow through without affecting any other part of
the system.

Summary
The FAAST 8100E is the only aspiration smoke
detection system that can withstand the levels
of dust in harsh environments due to its unique
filtration and optics technologies. By designing the
pipe network to cater for improved maintenance
and greater system performance ensures that the
highest levels of fire protection can be achieved in
some of the highest fire risk environments.
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